
Converting a client’s tracked inventory - quick reference guide

Module 1: Introduction
Setup up tracked inventory in Xero as part of a conversion. 

Xero’s tracked inventory is ideal for the small retail business.

Maintain inventory quantities, average costs and total stock values.

Module 3: Setting opening balances
Set tracked inventory opening balances to show quantities on hand.

Use the inventory item quantity list to set opening balances

Manually add opening balances, or use Excel or another spreadsheet editor to 
set quantities.

Assign quantities and then setup an adjustment account.

Enter opening balances for tracked inventory items (Help Centre)

Enter opening balances for tracked inventory items (Xero TV)

Module 2: Importing tracked inventory
Setup and import inventory into Xero.  

Import inventory with Xero’s template 

Xero accepts both csv and txt file formats. 

Fields marked with an asterisk are required. In order for the import to work 
properly, these fields should not be changed.

Based on the region or how the Chart of Accounts is set up, the Inventory 
Asset Account may vary. 

Tracked inventory (Help Centre)  
Tracking inventory made simple with Xero (Xero TV) 
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https://help.xero.com/Inventory_OpeningBals
https://help.xero.com/Inventory_OpeningBals
https://www.xero.com/tv/video/11662-enter-opening-balances-for-tracked-inventory-items/
https://www.xero.com/tv/video/11662-enter-opening-balances-for-tracked-inventory-items/
https://help.xero.com/InventoryTracked
https://help.xero.com/InventoryTracked
https://www.xero.com/tv/video/8858-tracking-inventory-made-simple-with-xero/
https://www.xero.com/tv/video/8858-tracking-inventory-made-simple-with-xero/
https://www.xero.com/tv/video/8858-tracking-inventory-made-simple-with-xero/
https://www.xero.com/tv/video/8858-tracking-inventory-made-simple-with-xero/


Converting a client’s tracked inventory - my notes

Module 1: Introduction
Learn about setting up tracked inventory as part of a conversion. 

Module 3: Setting opening balances
Learn how to set opening balances to show quantities on hand.

Use the inventory item quantity list to set opening balances
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Module 2: Importing tracked inventory  
Learn how to import inventory into Xero. 

Import inventory with Xero’s template 



Converting a client’s tracked inventory - expert tips

Module 2: Importing tracked inventory 
Tip 1: Update sale price of an item

If you'd like to increase the sale price of any tracked inventory item, you can 
export the entire list to .csv, make any changes needed and re-import the file. 
Providing the inventory item code does not change, any updates will 
automatically take effect.
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Module 3: Setting opening balances
Tip 1: Fix an error in tracked inventory opening balances 

Drill into the tracked inventory item options > new adjustment. Then, make an 
adjustment at the opening balance date.

or

Manually bring in adjust the quantity on the Inventory Item Record.

or 

Re-Import the correct opening balance quantity.
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